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Abstract
In this study, soil characteristics were investigated using four well-located earthquakes recorded by
six accelerometers located in North Cyprus. The amplification values obtained according to the
soil features were mapped in accordance with different frequencies using horizontal to vertical
spectral ratio method. The dominant period values of the units below the station locations were
calculated in order to prevent the resonance effect of structures under dynamic loads. In general,
high amplifications were observed in the low-frequency range in the loose units, while low
amplifications were calculated in the compact units. High amplification values were detected at
low frequencies in accelerometer stations located above the Quaternary alluvium and gypsum
marls in Nicosia. Since the soil dominant period varies from 0.1 s to 0.3 s, structuring between 1
and 3 floors should be avoided in this area. The dominant period values for Erenkoy and
Famagusta are 1.1 and 0.6; therefore, structuring between 11 and 6 floors should be refrained,
respectively.

Keywords: Soil Amplification, Horizontal to Vertical Spectral Ratio, Soil Dominant Frequency,
North Cyprus.

1. Introduction
The movements of the African, Eurasian and
Arabian plates direct the tectonics of the
island of Cyprus, located in the AlpineHimalaya earthquake belt (McKenzie, 1972,
1976; Dewey et al., 1986; Le Pichon et al.,
1995; McClusky et al., 2000; Ozer and Polat,
2017a, b, c; Ozer et al., 2018). Historical and
instrumental records indicate that devastating
earthquakes adversely affected Cyprus and
resulted in loss of lives and properties
(Ambraseys and Finkel, 1987; Ambraseys
and Jackson, 1998; Tan et al., 2008). Sixteen
devastating earthquakes reported in the
historical period with reference to the
Mercalli Scale between B.C. 26 and A.D.
1900 are the evidence that the region is under
the risk of continuing earthquakes. The
amount of energy released during the
instrumental seismology period is remarkable
(Papadimitriou and Karakostas, 2006;
Kadiroglu et al., 2014; AFAD, 2018). From
these earthquakes, the cities of Paphos,
Salamis and Kition were affected mostly
(CGHET, 2018). In the historical period in
1741, the earthquake on the offshore of
Rhodes caused structural damages in Cyprus
and its surroundings. Following this
earthquake, a major earthquake occurred in
Antalya in 1743 with a domino effect in
*Corresponding author:

which many structures were damaged
(Ambraseys and Finkel, 1995). The first
devastating earthquake of the instrumental
period occurred in 1941. The earthquake with
a magnitude of 6.0 caused damages in
Famagusta and its vicinity, resulted in loss of
several people’s lives (Aziz, 1942; Hill,
1948; Galanopoulos and Delibasis, 1965;
Ambraseys, 1988). In the 1953 earthquake
with the magnitude of 6.1, it was observed
that 160 villages were damaged and the
landslides triggered by the earthquake caused
that loss of some people lives (Galanopoulos
and Delibasis, 1965; Pantazis, 1969;
Ambraseys, 1988). Cyprus, where no
earthquake happened during 43 years, was
shaken in 1996 with a 6.2 magnitude
earthquake (Mercalli Scale); (Demirtas,
2018). In addition, it was observed that more
than 150 aftershocks occurred in the area
after an earthquake with the magnitude of 5.8
on August 11, 1999 (AFAD, 2018).
Considering this, it is required to be
investigated by geotechnical methods
whether the places opening to the new
settlements are suitable, and then new
settlement areas resistant to the earthquake
should be built (Mor and Citci, 2007).
One of the most important factors in the
caglarozer@atauni.edu.tr
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devastatiion of earrthquakes iis the soiil
amplification. The best exam
mple of this
situationn is that thee structures with similar
structuree quality inn the samee settlemennt
places diiffer in theirr extent of daamage due too
the soil cconditions (Y
Yalcinkaya and
a Alptekin
n,
2003; Y
Yalcinkaya, 2005; Yalccinkaya andd
Alptekinn, 2005; Go
ok et al., 2012). This
situationn necessitatees the earth scientists too
examinee the local sooil features and
a learn thee
behaviorr at the mom
ment of the eaarthquake. As
a result of the stud
dies, the earrth scientists
realized that the soil was like a strainer andd
hquake wavves in somee
absorbedd the earth
frequenccies while it increeased somee
frequenccies (Yalcinkkaya and Alpptekin, 2003;
Yalcinkaaya, 2005; Yalcinkaya
Y
a Alptekin
and
n,
2005). L
Local soil efffects shouldd be achievedd
using reaal earthquakke records. However,
H
it is
also possible to determine the sooil conditions
in a reaalistic and prractical wayy using noisee
e al., 2017a, b; Pamuk et
e
recordinngs (Pamuk et
he most impoortant reasonn
al., 20188a, b, c). Th
for this is that the earthquakee is the besst
source for analyyzing thesse dynamicc
behaviorrs. The outtstanding aspect of this
study is the usage of
o earthquake records. Inn
ntal to Vertiical Spectraal
this studdy, Horizon

Nakamura, 1989;
Rattio (HVSR) method (N
Lerrmo and Chaavez, 1993) were
w
used in order
to determine the soil characteristic
c
cs of
acccelerometer station locaations usingg four
eartthquake recoordings in Noorth Cyprus.
2. Tectonic
T
and
d Geology
Witth the African Plate to
t the southh, the
Eurrasian plate to the northh and the Arrabian
platte to the east,
e
Cypru
us is tectonnically
locaated in a very active area.
a
The reelative
sepparation, colllision and paarallel movements
of these
t
three main
m plates siince the Messozoic
period have caaused many geological events
e
T
beginninng part of these
in the area. The
eveents is the formation of Cypruss, the
Helllenic arc, th
he Aegean Graben
G
System
m, the
Anaatolian Micrro plate, thee North Anaatolian
Fauult Zone, thee East Anattolian Fault Zone,
andd the Dead Sea Transfform Faults. It is
posssible to obsserve many Ophiolites in
i the
Easstern Med
diterranean, and Trroodos
Ophhiolites are among thhe best-presserved
exaamples. In th
he Cyprus Islland, it is poossible
to observe
o
thesse Ophiolitess that occurrred on
the boundaries of the convvergent platte and
derrived from the oceanicc crust (Panntazis,
19669; CGHET, 2018; MOA
A, 2018).

Figure 1. Distribution off selected earthqquakes (red circcles) and acceleerometer stationns (blue trianglees) in North Cyyprus to
study the locall soil effect. Thhe numbers indiicate the earthquuake numbers in Table 1.
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Theree are four main geoloogical zoness in
Cypruus. These zo
ones from Noorth to Southh are
the K
Keryneia Terrane, the Circum
C
Trooodos
Sedim
mentary Succession, the Trooodos
Ophioolite compleex and the Mamonia Terrrane.
In thee North of Cyprus
C
that iss the study area,
a
there are the Kerryneia Terranne (KT) andd the
Circuum Troodoss Sedimentaary Succession
(CTS
SS) zones. The
T KT connstitutes a stteep
mounntain chain from
fr
the plainns with altituudes
ranging from 800 to 1024 meters.
m
The KT
consiists of complex sedimenntary units annd a
limiteed number of metamoorphic-magm
matic
rockss from Perm
mian to the present. The
allochhthonous foormations, known as the
Kythrrea formations inside thee KT, are pusshed
southhward along the youngeer autochtonnous
sea ssediments. The Kalogreaa-Ardana Flyysch
overlies
on
Kythhrea
unconnformably
formaation, which
h is presentedd by a series of
Mioccene sandstonnes, siltstonees and marlss on
both sides of thhe Pentadakktylos Mounntain
u
Rangge. The autocchthonous seedimentary units
coverr the Kerynneia Terranee and Trooodos
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Terrane areaas. The volcaaniclastics, melanges,
m
marls, chertss and limestoones are the examples
e
of them. Thhe Lefkara foormation is presented
p
by the yelloowish colored marls andd pebbles.
The Kalavassos formation
n consists off gypsum
marls. A new periodd of sedim
mentation
unding of thee Atlantic
occurred witth the re-bou
Ocean and the Meditterranean Sea.
S
The
N
Nicosia
form
mation contaaining sandsttones and
marls was first
f
subsidedd. The Fangglomerate
formation foormed durinng the glaciaal period
consists off crumbs, sand andd clastic
sedimentariees (CGHET,, 2018; MOA
A, 2018)
(Fig. 2).
d Method
3. Data and
by
six
Four
eartthquakes recorded
r
accelerometeers were used in order
o
to
understand the soil chharacteristicss of the
N
Cyprrus. The
stations loccated in North
magnitudes of the seleccted earthquuakes are
3 and their depth variess between
larger than 3.0
25 km an
nd 46 km
m (Table 1). All
accelerometeers consist of CMG-5TD
Ds.

Figuree 2. Simplified geological mapp of North Cyprrus (Pantazis, 1969;
1
CGHET, 2018; MOA, 2018). The seism
mic stations
used in thiis study are reprresented by bluue triangles.
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Soil amplifications and dominant frequencies
were determined at the station locations with
the horizontal to vertical spectral ratio
(HVSR) method (Nakamura, 1989; Lermo
and Chavez-Garcia, 1993). The earthquake
records were digitized with 0.01 sec
intervals. Two seconds before and 8 seconds
after the earthquake were used while the
earthquake records were being windowed.
The trend of data was removed and a 10%
operator cosine filter was used to minimize
the Gibbs effect. Quality factor was
determined as 40 with the algorithm of
Konno and Ohmachi (1998). The data was
transformed from time to frequency with the
Fast Fourier Transform. These steps were
performed by using GEOPSY software
(Sesame, 2004). The main principle on which
HVSR method is based, leans on the
assumption that local soil effects are not
observed in the seismic records of the
vertical component as opposed to the
horizontal component. For this reason, it is
thought that the ratio of the horizontal
component to the vertical component
gives information about the soil properties.
The soil dominant frequency and the soil
amplification values of the areas representing
the soil features under the stations used with
this method can be calculated easily.
The determination of soil dominant
frequencies (f) is very important in terms of
calculating the resonance effect. The
resonance is the condition that the natural
period of the soil (T) is the same as the
planned construction. In such a case, the
vibration value of the structure under
dynamic loads reaches to a maximum value,
and a destructive force is applied to the
structure. This forces the structure to ruin. In
the design of the structure, the period values
of the floor and the structure must be
calculated meticulously and these values

should not be allowed to overlap (Ates,
2016). Many empirical correlations have
been developed for the calculation of the
resonance state. Basically, resonance can be
calculated using relation (1) and (2) for the
period calculation according to the number of
layers (N) (Hays, 1986).
T=1/f
N=10×T

(1)
(2)

4. Results
The HVSR results of six seismic stations in
the study area are presented in Figure 3.
Frequencies greater than 0.5 Hz have been
taken into consideration since the
accelerometer stations do not produce
successful results at frequencies less than 0.5
Hz. In the NEHRP (Rodriguez et al., 2001)
and JRA (Zhao et al., 2006) generated from
the soil classification tables by using
earthquake data, the calculations were
completed at 10 Hz, since the frequencies
greater than 10 Hz were considered as Aclass rock ground (Rodriguez et al., 2001;
Zhao et al., 2006; Gok et al., 2012). In the
general evaluation of the HVSR curves, it is
observed that the soil dominant frequency in
North Cyprus acceleration station locations
varies between 0.75 Hz and 1.50 Hz, and the
soil amplification values vary from 2 to 3.
The
soil
dominant
frequency
and
amplification values in station-a located
above the fanglomerate unit consisting of
clastic deposits such as gravel, sand and silt
were calculated as 0.90 Hz and 1.5,
respectively. The soil dominant frequency
and amplification values in station b located
above the Nicosia formation consisting of
sandstones and marls were calculated as 0.90
Hz and 1.4. There is a similar image in the
curves obtained at stations c and e on the
alluvium.

Table 1. Parameters of selected earthquakes.

Earthquake
Number

Longitude (°)

Latitude (°)

Depth (km)

Magnitude

1

33.8650

35.0866

46.59

3.0

2

32.6675

35.1320

25.13

3.0

3

33.8685

34.8861

43.43

3.7

4

32.2910

35.2295

37.64

3.5
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The soil dominan
nt frequenciies at stationns c
and e were compputed as 1.755 Hz and 3 Hz;
the soil amplificaation valuess were recko
oned
as 2.5 and 2.25, resppectively. The
ampliification vaalues at staations d annd f
consiisting of gypsum marls were
w
observed as
a risiing curve grradually. The soil dominnant
frequuencies of these stations were calculated
as 8..5 Hz and 7.0 Hz; thhe amplificaation
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values weree figured out
o as 2.5 and 1.6,
respectively. Increases in the amplitude of
the soil amplificatioon towardds high
frequencies were observved in statioons d and
n a more com
mpact unit
F, which weere located in
than other sttations. The highest ampplification
values obseerved in low
w frequenciies were
observed in station c annd d locationns above
m sediments.
the alluvium

Figuree 3. Amplificattion functions obtained
o
by HV
VSR method of the acceleromeeter stations sett up on station A,
A B, C, D,
E and F. Each
E
different ccolor curve reprresents the ampplification functtions of differennt earthquakes.
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The am
mplification values caalculated byy
HVSR m
method for six
s stations were
w
mappedd
for diffeerent frequenncies (Figurre 4). It was
observedd that the soil amplificattion values at
a
0.5 Hz vvaried from 1 to 2. At 2.5
2 Hz, it cann
be interppreted that thhe amplificattion values inn
Nicosia and its surroundings haave increasedd
relativelyy. In the examinatioon of soiil
amplification values at high freqquencies, it is
observedd that theree is a decrrease in thee
amplification values from Nicosiia to Erenkoyy
at 5 Hz aand 10 Hz.
5. Concllusions
In this study,
s
condu
ucted for thee purpose of
determinning the soil
s
ampliffication andd
dominannt frequenccy propertiies of thee
settlement area of North Cypprus, it was
mplification values
v
aroundd
observedd that the am
Nicosia were relattively high.. The mosst
importannt reason forr this situatioon is that thee
city is m
mostly built on
o loose uniits. Howeverr,
soil ampplifications at low frequeencies are noot
to be fe
feared in terrms of seism
mic risk. Inn
general, high amplifiications weree observed inn

n the loose units,
the low-frequenncy range in
w
calculatted in
whiile low ampplifications were
the compact units. In order to reduce
r
d
annd losses, the
eartthquake damages
ampplification values deteermined at low
freqquencies arre especiallly importannt in
Niccosia and its surroun
ndings. Thee soil
dom
minant periods shouldd be taken into
acccount in ord
der to preveent the resoonance
effeect of the strructures und
der dynamic loads
in the
t settlement area. In general,
g
sincce the
soill dominant frequency
f
vaaries from 33.0 Hz
to 7.0 Hz (T=0.1-0.3 s) inn Nicosia annd its
s
b
between
1 and
a
3
surrroundings, structuring
flooors should be
b avoided. The
T soil dom
minant
perriod produceed for Erenk
koy is 1.1 s,
s this
valuue indicatees roughly that 11 floors
struucturing shou
uld not be alllowed in thee area.
Thee soil dominnant frequen
ncy for Famaagusta
is 1.75
1
Hz (T=
=0.6) and 6 floors structuring
shoould be preveented. In ordder to increase the
acccuracy and sensitivity off these resultts, the
anaalysis of the earthquakes will be carriied on
witth more earrthquakes at
a an approopriate
num
mber and quaality in the fu
uture.

F
Figure
4. HVSR
R amplificationn values accordiing to different frequencies.
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